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Students, there is a gap between us now BUT your 
voices are still heard. Email your teachers, use teams 

and keep up the work.  

Your voices will still be heard even if we can’t see you 

right now.

https://twitter.com/BishopJustus/status/1268872469760401409

Dear Bishop Justus Parent,

As you will have seen from my letter this week, Phase 1 of our return to school has been incredibly positive with 97% of 
students in Year 10 attending a face to face talk with their Form Tutor. My letter is linked here in full and outlines all our work 
to support those students coming into school and those that continue to access work from home.

Whilst we continue to support the academic work of students in this edition of the Newsletter you’ll see that there are 
opportunities for enrichment beyond the academic. Below you will see information regarding virtual talks hosted by Speakers 
for Schools – an organisation that hosts talks from very prestigious speakers ranging from CEO’s to award winning artists. 
You will also find a feature on next week’s Women in STEM day highlighting the amazing contributions of women to the 
fields of science, technology, engineering and maths. I hope that the words of our teachers and students representing the 
STEM subjects inspire some of our younger students to further an interest in those areas and #shapetheworld.

Mr. Murphy

IT Helpdesk
For queries regarding Show my Homework access, 
locked accounts or Microsoft Teams please email:

 
ITHelp@bishopjustus.bromley.sch.uk

Many thanks for your support during this time.

Kindness & Grace
Some time ago I was preparing a sermon about God’s 
grace and found that grace can be translated as the 
‘abundant kindness’ of God. I then went on to find ‘The 
Random Acts of Kindness Foundation’, they say why not 
become a RAKtivist – being an activist for Random Acts of 
Kindness. What a good idea!

It has been wonderful to see acts of kindness shown 
amongst communities in the past months of the pandemic. 
But, of course, and very unfortunately there has also been 
un-kindness too. As a community with Christian values it’s 
good for us to remind ourselves that we are loved. God 
loves each of us, and not because of anything we do or 
don’t do – by God’s grace, we are loved. The greatest thing 
that knowledge of being loved can do within us, is to inspire 
us to reach out in love, with ‘random acts of kindness.’

The other really interesting thing is that being kind, or 
performing acts of kindness for others is actually that it is 
good for our health. In a compelling study performed by 
Allan Luks, a former executive director of the Institute for 
the Advancement of Health and expert in social change, it 
was shown that kindness contributes to the maintenance 
of good health and can diminish the effects of both serious 
and minor psychological and physical diseases and 
disorders. One of the important recovery factors in the 12 
Step Programme is ‘service to others’ – when people focus 
on serving others it aids personal recovery.

As we continue to be unable to return to school in the 
normal way, and in fact begin to look for a new ‘norm’ for 
the near future, we could be inspired by the foundation, 
who says, ‘make kindness the norm!’ That way we would 
be extending the love and grace of God to the people and 
world in which we live.

The foundation has a number of suggestions for Random 
Acts of Kindness – maybe you could have a look and see if 
there are any ideas that would lead you to a random act of 
kindness, and your part in making kindness our ‘new norm’. 
The address is www.actsofkindness.org

Rev. Carol Morrison

Bishop Justus PE YouTube Channel 
Check it out for videos of workouts and challenges for 

students to try!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvcuX8E9jU7Iuvr56uZ5spg

Check out the Speakers for Schools website! There are lots 
of interesting speakers who talk about their experience that 
may interest many of you as well. There is also an archive 

of previous speakers, both can be accessed in the links 
below:

 
https://www.speakersforschools.org/inspiration/vtalks/

upcoming-vtalks/
 

https://www.speakersforschools.org/category/vtalks/
 

Speakers include:
Sir Peter Wall CEO Amicus, and formerly Head of the British Army 

Armando Iannucci, Oscar-nominated Writer & Director

https://www.speakersforschools.org/inspiration/vtalks/upcoming-vtalks/
https://www.speakersforschools.org/category/vtalks/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvcuX8E9jU7Iuvr56uZ5spg
https://twitter.com/BishopJustus/status/1268872469760401409
www.actsofkindness.org
https://bishopjustus.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/lettershome/Whole-School-Letter-Phase-2.pdf?ts=1592579412764
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We may 
be heading 

into our 
last weeks 
of June but 
you could 
try some 
of these 
activites 

out 
throughout 
July too!

In some ways lockdown has brought new opportunities for staff and students and one example would 
be the use of LOOM. 

As a teacher I have had to quickly develop my technical abilities when it comes to teaching so as to 
support students as best I can with their learning at home. I have found creating LOOM lessons a 
fantastic way to teach my students from home. 

In my LOOM lessons the students can hear me explain key concepts and have the opportunity to pause 
and undertake the tasks I set, with reviews of the tasks when they press play again. Students can then 
send me the work they have done after the lesson for feedback. 

I’ve had really positive responses from students like Ashley below who felt that LOOM is a great way to 
learn and I encourage students to engage in LOOM lessons where they can.

Miss Mackinnon

Click on the pictures below to see how we have been using 
LOOM. On the left we have one of Miss Mackinnon’s lessons 

and on the right we have Miss Hill’s Book Review.

https://www.loom.com/share/8688a601955842cd852fa94fa2c0d2c9
https://www.loom.com/share/c60cc6feeca9480286930911200e49aa
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STEM Women #ShapeTheWorld
It is widely acknowledged that STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths) careers are male dominated. Only 
15% of Engineering graduates are female and only 13% of the overall UK STEM workforce are women. As a school we are 
passionate about promoting these subjects to our girls so that they feel inspired to use their skills and talents to change 
the world. STEM employers are making smart decisions to target female applicants as they understand that they add 
tremendous value to their organisations and become role models for the next generation of women.

International Women in Engineering Day (Tuesday 23rd June) is a great opportunity to get involved with lots of free online 
events. See http://www.inwed.org.uk/ for more information. This year’s theme is ‘Shape the World’.

Women you should know:
Tu Youyou Chemist and educator; first woman from China to win a Nobel Prize
Dr Hayat Sindi Scientist and innovator; first Saudi woman with a Biotechnology PhD from Cambridge
Juliana Rotich Technologist and entrepreneur; built crowdsourcing tools that democratise information
Maria Da Penha Brazilian biopharmacist and defender of human rights for women
Mae Jemison Astronaut and doctor. First African-American woman in space
Cynthia Breazeal Scientist and roboticist. Pioneer of the world’s first social robot
Gladys West Mathematician. Instrumental in the development of Global Positioning System (GPS)

Henrietta Swan Leavitt 
Astronomer. Her work on Cepheid variables (type of pulsating star) led to others being able 
to measure vast astronomical distances and subsequently the realisation that our Universe is 
expanding

Katherine Johnson Mathematician. Her trajectory and orbital calculations were critical to the success of NASA’s first 
and subsequent, crewed spaceflights

Rosalind Franklin Scientist. Instrumental in discovering the structure of DNA

And now for two inspirational young women from right here at Bishop Justus:

Maths and Physics have always been my favourite subjects, which is why I am studying both at A-level. 
I am now looking into university options and considering either doing a maths or aerospace engineering 
degree. I felt inspired by Hannah Fry’s talk on the maths trip last December and the encouragement of 
my maths teachers made me consider studying maths beyond A- level. Although maths is my stronger 
subject, I have always found the construction of aircraft interesting and when I watched the film Hidden 
Figures with my family I realised aerospace engineering was the type of engineering I wanted to pursue.
   When I started sixth form, I also became a maths prefect. I want to inspire younger students to believe 
that maths and physics can be more interesting than what is written in a textbook. Even though these 
subjects may be thought of as male orientated and I am the only girl in my physics class, this does not 
mean that girls can’t pursue these subjects too.
   I successfully applied for a place on a career ready course to study aerospace engineering online for a 
week with Liverpool University. I still do not know what career I will end up pursuing, but I do know that it 
will involve maths and/or physics because they are the subjects I love!

Amelia Isaacs, Year 12

After A levels in 2018 at Bishop Justus, I started studying Biomedical Engineering with a year in Industry 
at the University of Sheffield. It is an exciting multidisciplinary subject which uses traditional engineering 
principles and techniques and applies them to real-world biological and medical problems such as medical 
devices, artificial organs and prosthetics. From September, I will be working at Certara, a global drug 
development company, who are currently doing a lot of research around COVID-19. I am excited about the 
year ahead facing new challenges and learning new skills for these real-world problems.

Emma Mitchell, Bishop Justus alumnus

We hope this has inspired you all – male and female - to think about STEM careers! 
#INWED20 #ShapeTheWorld

by Miss Jolliffe and Miss Hossain

http://www.inwed.org.uk/



